Genetically Encoded Fluorescent RNA Sensor for Ratiometric Imaging of MicroRNA in Living Tumor Cells.
Light-up RNA aptamers are valuable tools for fluorescence imaging of RNA in living cells and thus for elucidating RNA functions and dynamics. However, no light-up RNA sensor has been reported for imaging of microRNAs (miRs) in mammalian cells. We report a novel genetically encoded RNA sensor for fluorescent imaging of miRs in living tumor cells using a light-up RNA aptamer that binds to sulforhodamine and separates it from a conjugated contact quencher. On the basis of the structural switching mechanism for molecular beacon, we show that the RNA sensor activates high-contrast fluorescence from the sulforhodamine-quencher conjugate when its stem-loop responsive motif hybridizes with target miR. The RNA sensor can be stably expressed within a designed tRNA scaffold in tumor cells and deliver light-up response to miR target. We also realize the RNA sensor for dual-emission, ratiometric imaging by coexpression of RNA sensor with GFP, enabling quantitative studies of target miR in living cells. Our design may provide a new paradigm for developing robust, sensitive light-up RNA sensors for RNA imaging applications.